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Abstract2

Many experiments have indicated that large polaron may be formed in hybrid per-3

ovskite, and its existence is proposed to screen the carrier-carrier and carrier-defect4

scattering, thus contributing to the long lifetime for the carriers. However, detailed5

theoretical study of the large polaron and its effect on carrier transport at the atomic6

level is still lacking. In particular, how strong is the large polaron binding energy,7

how does its effect compare with the effect of dynamic disorder caused by the A-site8

molecular rotation, and how does the inorganic sublattice vibration impact the mo-9

tion of the large polaron, all these questions are largely unanswered. In this work,10

using CH3NH3PbI3 as an example, we implement tight-binding model fitted from the11

density-functional theory to describe the electron large polaron ground state and to12

understand the large polaron formation and transport at its strong-coupling limit. We13

find that the formation energy of the large polaron is around -12 meV for the case14

without dynamic disorder, and -55 meV by including dynamic disorder. By perform-15

ing the explicit time-dependent wavefunction evolution of the polaron state, together16

with the rotations of CH3NH+

3 and vibrations of PbI−3 sublattice, we studied the diffu-17

sion constant and mobility of the large polaron state driven by the dynamic disorder18
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and the sublattice vibration. Two effects of the inorganic sublattice vibration are19

found: on one hand, the vibration of the sublattice provides additional driving force20

for carrier mobility, on the other hand, the large polaron polarization further localizes21

the electron, reducing its mobility. Overall, the effect of the large polaron is to slow22

down the electron mobility by roughly a factor of two. We believe that both dynamic23

disorder due to rotation of the organic molecule, and large polaron effects induced by24

the polarization and vibration of the inorganic sublattice, play important roles for the25

electronic structure and carrier dynamics of the system.26
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Introduction. The outstanding performance of hybrid perovskites (HPs) as the solar cell27

has attracted a great number of studies to understand its fundamental physical principles.28

In addition to its high tolerence for defects,1–4 the exceptionally long carrier lifetime and29

diffusion length despite the modest mobility for the excited carriers, have become the mostly30

focused research topic.5–9 Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain such long carrier31

lifetime and diffusion length. For example, owing to the dipole moment of the molecules such32

as CH3NH+

3 (MA), it has been hypothesized that the polar nature of the molecule introduces33

the ferroelectricity and polar potential in HPs.10 It has also been proposed that ferroelectric34

domain and domain walls contribute to the fast electron-hole separation and slow recombi-35

nation.11–14 Besides, the broken inversion symmetry can also lead to the so-called Rashba36

effect under the strong spin-orbit coupling introduced by heavy atoms such as Pb and I. The37

different spin chiralities and the momentum vectors of the band edge states with spin and38

momentum mismatch forbid the carrier-recombination in k space,15–18 prolonging the life-39

time of the excited carriers. However, the ferroelectricity of HPs has been under debate,19,20
40

as many works show that this material could be centrosymmetric at room temperature ow-41

ing to the fast reorientation of the molecules. In addition, pure inorganic halide perovskite42

CsPbX3 also shows similar carrier behavior to the hybrid case.21,22 Instead of forming ferro-43

electric domain, another explanation based on the dipole moment of the MA is the dynamic44

disorder, where the disordered orientation of the molecules exhibit random potential on in-45

organic sublattice such as PbI−3 . Such variating potential modulates the band edge states46

of the electrons and holes, and produces spatially localized wavefunctions at different loca-47

tions on a nano-size scale in real space,23–26 which suppresses their recombination. Recently,48

more has been found that both the fast-rotating molecules and the soft inorganic sublattice49

can affect the carrier transport via the strong electron-phonon coupling.15,27–29 Compared to50

conventional direct-band-gap semiconductors such as GaAs, the modest carrier mobility of51

MAPbI3 indicates the contribution to the carrier scattering by optical phonon modes.9,30,31
52

It is believed that with the relatively strong electron-phonon coupling, the large polaron can53
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be formed to develop the pseudo-free dressed carriers, and it can screen them from other54

carriers and defects to avoid recombination and trapping, which leads to long lifetime and55

long diffusion length.32–36
56

Large polaron refers to the shallow bound state due to Coulomb interaction between the57

charge carrier and the polarizable lattice. The so-called small polaron has been studied in58

this material, where the wavefunction is strongly localized within chemical bonds.35–37 It59

is believed that the A-site molecules play a significant role in forming the small polarons,60

and such small polaron is crucial to explain the formation and annihilation of the trap61

states. However, different from the small polarons, large polaron often spreads over hun-62

dreds of unit cells owing to the relatively weak long-range Coulomb interaction and small63

lattice distortion by the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon mode.38 It is suggested that the64

long time decay of more than 100 ps for the hot carrier relaxation in the experiments for65

various HPs,7,39–41 could be owing to the large polaron screening39,40,42 (at low excitation66

density) or the “phonon bottleneck” (at high excitation density caused by the large polaron67

overlapping).27,43,44 The Fröhlich model further reveals the size of the large polaron and its68

transport estimated from model Hamiltonian.27 Using the time-resolved optical Kerr effect69

spectroscopy, the large polaron formation time is estimated to be around 0.3ps to 0.7ps70

in MAPbBr3 and CsPbBr3.45 A pioneer first-principle’s calculation with hybrid exchange-71

correlation functional has shown the possible formations of large polarons in CsPbBr3 and72

MAPbBr3 along one direction, and has estimated their formation energies to be 140 and73

60 meV, respectively.46 In this calculation, it is observed that PbBr−3 lattice deforms under74

the charge of an electron or hole.46 Due to the large computational cost, the first-principle75

calculation was only done for one dimensional polaron, instead of the real three dimensional76

case. Owing to the possibility of overestimation of wavefunction delocalization with LDA77

or GGA semi-local functional, direct density function theory (DFT) total energy calculation78

must be dealt with carefully to avoid self-interaction errors. Furthermore, the previous ab79

initio works only considered the static large polaron effect, without its coupling to the MA80
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molecular rotation, or sublattice vibration. As mentioned earlier, it has been experimentally81

confirmed that the MA molecules are randomly re-orientating in a sub-picosecond time scale.82

In our previous work,24 we have shown that the random orientation of MA cause random83

potentials, which can localize the electrons and holes at different locations in real space and84

reduce their recombination. The rotation of MA also induces a dynamic disorder changing85

with time, providing a driving force for the carrier motion. Time-dependent Schrödinger’s86

equation following the fluctuating potentials yields a carrier mobility, which agrees with the87

experimental value within its uncertainty range. However, in our previous work, the effects88

of the PbI−3 inorganic sublattice has not been included. This sublattice has two additional89

potential effects, one is the large polaron bound polarization potential which further localizes90

the carrier wavefunction, another is the fluctuation of the lattice which provides additional91

driving force for the carrier movement.92

In this work, we include the large polaron effect together with the dynamic disorder93

provided by the MA rotations and the vibrations of the PbI−3 sublattice. Since the large94

polaron effect is caused by Coulomb interaction between the charge carrier and the lattice95

optical phonons, we construct a tight-binding (TB) model of MAPbI3
15 following from DFT96

calculations. As shown previously,24 such TB model can describe the carrier localization97

accurately, reproducing the large-scale DFT calculation results for tens of thousands of98

atoms. The formation of the polaron as well as its dynamics under the influence of the99

MA rotation and PbI−3 sublattice vibration is simulated directly with a 48×48×48 supercell100

system with more than 1 million atoms. Our directly calculated formation energy agrees101

with the Fröhlich model within the strong coupling approximation. Since the temperature102

directly influences the rate of the molecular rotation, we compute the diffusion constant of103

the electron at different molecular re-orientation rates and with different PbI−3 sublattice104

vibrations at different temperatures. The effect of PbI−3 sublattice vibration is modeled with105

the molecular dynamics of the sublattice, which alters the TB model coupling parameters106

and on-site potentials. Our calculation suggests that the mobility of the electron is reduced107
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by a factor of 2 by including the polaron and sublattice vibrational effects. However, adding108

vibrational effect of the PbI−3 sublattice tends to enhance the carrier diffusion more at high109

temperature than at low temperature. The resulting mobility are within the experimental110

uncertainty when compared with experimental values. By assuming a small activation energy111

for the molecular reorientation rate, we obtain the same trend of the mobility with respect112

to the temperature dependence as the experimental results.113

Large Polaron Formation. A large polaron in a polarizable crystal is a result of two114

competing factors. On one hand, the localization of a carrier wavefunction causes a posi-115

tive kinetic energy scaling as 1/L2 where L is the size of the localized state. On the other116

hand, such localized charge will induce the screening of the polarizable crystal lattice, result-117

ing in a negative energy due to charge-polarization interaction scaling as −1/L. Note that118

it is important to avoid the erroneous self-interaction possibly exist in DFT total energy119

calculation which also scales as 1/L. In DFT, the exact-exchange shall be used to cancel120

the self-interaction error originated from Coulomb energy. An incomplete cancellation (if121

using GGA or LDA) tends to yield a more extended polaron state. However, TB model122

used here does not have Coulomb interaction term, thus no self-interaction error. Without123

this self-interaction error, for sufficiently large L, the negative polarization energy will win124

and the total energy could be lowered compared to the delocalized Bloch state. Therefore,125

a large polaron can always be formed in a polarizable crystal, although its binding energy126

may be smaller than the room temperature thermal energy, making it hard to observe. The127

most popular large polaron Hamiltonian is proposed by Fröhlich, where the LO phonon128

model is assumed to couple to the electron wavefunction.47 The exact Fröhlich model is diffi-129

cult to solve due to correlation effect.38 However, under the strong-coupling approximation,130

the large polaron wavefunction can be written as a product of the “electron” part and the131

“ionic” part under the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. Under this approximation,132

the total energy of the polaron is obtained by minimizing Eq.1 through variation of electron133

wavefunction ψ:134
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E = ⟨ψ∣H0 ∣ψ⟩ −EP

EP = 1

2ε̄ ∫ drV P(r)ρ(r) (1)

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the electron without polaron effect, ρ(r) = ∣ψ(r)∣2 is the135

charge density for state ψ(r), EP indicates the screening energy, and V P is the polarization136

potential of the lattice in response to the Coulomb potential of ρ(r). The screening caused137

by electron-phonon coupling consisting of the ionic contribution of the dielectric constant is138

represented by ε̄: 1
ε̄ = 1

ε∞
− 1
ε0

. ε∞ and ε0 are the electronic and static dielectric constants.139

Using DFT linear response theory,48–53 we have calculated ε∞ as 4.5, and ε0 as 21. When140

the electron wavefunction is self-trapped in real space, it induces a distortion of the lattice to141

provide a polarization potential, which self-consistently localizes the electron wavefunction.142

Here, by expressing the electron energy with ⟨ψ∣H0 ∣ψ⟩, we avoid the self-interaction energy143

error. On the other hand, the screening of ψ due to other electron is represented by the144

ε∞ in the expression of ε̄. By minimizing the total energy of Eq. 1 with respect to the145

wavefunction, we obtain the Hamiltonian:146

H ∣ψ⟩ = (H0 −
1

ε̄
V P[ρ]) ∣ψ⟩ = ε ∣ψ⟩ (2)

where V P depends on the charge density ρ as V P(r) = ∫ dr′ ρ(r
′
)

∣r−r′∣ . To achieve self-consistency,147

an iterative scheme is used to solve the Hamiltonian by updating the wavefunction and148

polarization potential for every iteration. Since the electron charge density ρ is localized in a149

relatively large area (e.g. 50 Å), a macroscopic dielectric constant ε̄ can be used to describe150

its screening effect.151

Due to the large size of large polarons, we use a supercell of 48×48×48 (corresponding152

to more than 300 Å lattice), which is large enough to model polaron and its transport.153
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Apparently, such large system is beyond the reach of DFT. Since we are only interested in154

the conduction band edge for the electron, a tight-binding (TB) model with nearest-neighbor155

hopping is used to construct a Hamiltonian (see Supplementary Information (SI)).15 In this156

TB model, the onsite energy and hopping magnitude are fitted to the DFT calculated band157

structures. The TB parameters are listed in SI. These fitted parameters are also consistent158

with the Hamiltonian obtained using the maximally-localized Wannier function represen-159

tation.54 Here, owing to its significance to the electronic structure,16,55,56 the spin-orbit160

coupling (SOC) is also included in the TB model57 and the DFT calculations. As one can161

see in Fig.S1 of SI, the TB model reproduces well the DFT band edge electronic structures.162

Due to the sparse nature of the TB Hamiltonian, the parallelized ARPACK58 math library163

is used to solve the eigen states. The ARPACK packages also allows us to solve the interior164

eigen states of the Hamiltonian. To solve Eq. 2 self-consistently, we start with a localized165

wavefunction ψ (for example, with an Gaussian-shape initial potential), iterate through the166

self-consistent equation until both kinetic energy (⟨ψ∣H0 ∣ψ⟩) and potential energy (EP) are167

converged.168

Fig. 1a shows the charge density of the large polaron state and its polarization potential169

V P/ε̄ (Fig. 1b) when we ignore the dynamic disorder potential due to the random orientation170

of MA molecules. By comparing the energies with and without the large polaron effect, our171

TB calculation reveals the formation energy of the large polarons in such a crystal is about172

-12 meV. In Fröhlich model, a dimensionless coupling constant α is often used to quantify173

the electron-phonon coupling strength:174

α = e
2

h̵

1

4πε
( 1

ε∞
− 1

ε0
)
√

m∗

2h̵ωLO

(3)

where ωLO is the LO phonon frequency, and m∗ = 0.25 is the effective mass of the electrons175

(or m∗ = 0.55 for holes), fitted from the DFT band structure. Particularly, our phonon cal-176
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Figure 1: a) The conduction band minimum (CBM) state (charge density) with the large
polaron effect (for clearness, all the atoms in this big supercell are not shown)
. b) The screened polaron polarization potential V P/ε̄ along the diagonal line of the cubic
supercell (the diagonal line is shown in the inset diagram) for the case with and without

dynamic disorder (DD) effect. c) The localized CBM state (charge density) induced by the
DD without large polaron effect. d) The CBM state (charge density) under large polaron
effect and DD. These states are plotted so that more than 85% charge is enclosed in the
isosurface. The charge near the boundary of the supercell is negligible, showing that the

size of the supercell is large enough.
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culation and other work59–61 show that there exist low energy LO phonons, corresponding to177

PbI−3 sublattice vibrations. We average the phonon frequencies weighed by their contribution178

to the low-frequency dielectric constant, and acquire ωLO = 2.39 THz (SI). This value is con-179

sistent to both experimental29 and theoretical62,63 work. Using this phonon frequency, the180

α is estimated as 3.24, which is in line with other halide ionic crystals such as CsI (α=3.67),181

RbCl (α=3.81) or oxide perovskite SiTiO3 (α=3.77).64,65 The large α of MAPbI3 falls in the182

low end region of the strong coupling. This picture is further supported by the recent exper-183

iment report the formation of strong-coupling polaron in HP.66 Within the strong-coupling184

approximation, the polaron formation energy can be computed as E = −0.106α2h̵ωLO = −11185

meV,47,67 which agrees well with our direct TB modeling result. Here, the specific value of186

ωLO does not influence the Fröhlich calculated binding energy, since it has been canceled187

in the above formula and Eq. 3. Meanwhile, the polaron state (charge density) can be188

fitted to a Gaussian function. Thus, if defining the size of the polaron as the deviation of189

the Gaussian function (r̄ ≡ σ), the radius of the polaron states obtained from TB model is190

estimated to be 28Å. This is also consistent to 32Å computed based on the Fröhlich model191

at strong-coupling limit with the Gaussian approximation.67
192

As demonstrated in Ref. 24, the disordered MA molecular orientation produces potential193

variations on Pb and I atoms due to their dipole moments. Such random molecular potentials194

lead to the localized conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM)195

in the real space with nano-size scale as shown in Fig. 1c. This is a localized state before196

considering the large polaron effect, where the random potential is described inside H0. By197

adding the large polaron effect as the second term in Eq.1, it further localizes the charge198

shown in Fig. 1d. A polaron size around 50 Å has been obtained. Compared to the large199

polaron without dynamic disorder (Fig. 1a), the charge density is much more localized. It200

is also more localized compared to the case of dynamic disorder without large polaron effect201

(Fig. 1c). The solid line in Fig. 1b indicates the converged polarization potential along the202

diagonal line of the super cell for the large polaron state under the dynamic disorder. The203
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maximum amplitude of this potential is 0.15 eV, which is similar to the dynamic disorder204

potential fluctuation which is around 0.2 eV as shown in Fig. S4.24 However, this potential205

is more narrow compared with the dynamic disorder potential fluctuation. The additional206

large polaron binding energy is about -55 meV. This binding energy is much larger than the207

-12 meV binding energy in the case without dynamic disorder. This is because the dynamic208

disorder already pre-localizes the electron wavefunction. Using this polarization potential,209

the spatial displacements of ions in generating such polarization could be estimated based210

on their Born-effective charge (SI). We estimate that such displacement is in average on the211

order of 0.001 Å, which is smaller than the thermal fluctuations around 0.01∼0.1 Å.212

Polaron Transport. In our previous work,24 it is suggested that the transport of the213

excited electron is mainly driven by the molecular rotation induced dynamic disorder. When214

a molecule changes its orientation, its electric static potential on the neighboring Pb and I215

atoms is altered. The aforementioned localized CBM state can “hop” to a new state once216

its energy crosses with the energy of another state. In this work, in order to model such217

dynamical process with large polaron effect (i.e. the polarization screening effect due to the218

PbI−3 sublattice), the Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation of the MA rotation is performed with219

a rotation rate taken from experimental measurement. For each MC step, the total energy220

difference is computed by summing over the screened dipole-dipole interactions between the221

molecules. This energy difference is used to accept or reject trial rotations. In our model,222

molecular dipoles are interacting with each other via the screened dipole-dipole interaction223

with the screening coming from the inorganic PbI−3 sublattice. The total energy by summing224

over dipole d at site-m is expressed as:225

Etot =∑
m

dm ⋅ Ẽm

Ẽm =
1

εn
∑
n

Em(n) + 1

εn′
∑
n′
Em(n′) + 1

εn′′
∑
n′′

Em(n′′) + 1

εn′′′
∑
n′′′

Em(n′′′) (4)
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where Ẽm is the screened electric field from other dipoles applied to the dipole at site m.226

Here, we believe that dipoles at different distances will have different screening effect from227

the PbI−3 sublattice in order to mimic the reciprocal-vector dependent screening. Therefore,228

we partition the spatial summation into four different layers (n: nearest neighbor; n′: next-229

nearest neighbor; n′′: third-nearest neighbor; n′′′: others) with different dielectric constants.230

εn′′′ is known as 21, corresponding to the low frequency dielectric constant ε0. Besides231

electric field, the average potential at MA molecule sites (Vm = 1
εn ∑n Vm(n)+ 1

ε′n
∑n′ Vm(n′)+232

1
ε′′n
∑n′′ Vm(n′′) + 1

ε′′′n
∑n′′′ Vm(n′′′)) is screened with the same set of dielectric constants. The233

dielectric constants (εn, εn′ , and εn′′) are obtained by fitting the potentials computed from the234

above screened dipole-dipole model to the averaged potentials of a molecule extracted from235

DFT calculations (SI) with many random configurations of the MA molecules. For a given236

MA orientation configuration, the PbI−3 sublattice is fully relaxed. Thus, the DFT potential237

contains the screening effect of the PbI−3 sublattice, as described in Eq. 4. Fig. 2 shows the238

comparison of the potential obtained between the above model and DFT potential, which239

demonstrates the validity of our screening model.240

After each MC step, their potentials on each Pb and I atoms are re-evaluated. Between241

two MC steps, the potential change is interpolated linearly into small time steps (∼0.048fs)242

in order to carry out the evolution of the wavefunction. The time-dependent wavefunction243

evolution are solved following the Schrodinger’s equation by applying the evolution operator244

to the wavefunction directly:245

ψ(t + dt) = e−iH(t)dtψ(t)

≈ [1 − iH(t)dt − 1

2
H2(t)dt2 + i

6
H3(t)dt3 + 1

24
H4(t)dt4]ψ(t) (5)

The evolution operator is expanded up to the forth order of dt to ensure the convergence of246

the evolution regarding to dt. Here, H is defined in Eq. 2.247
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Figure 2: The comparison between the potentials calculated from DFT and the fitted layer-
dependent dipole-dipole screening potential.

With the setup of Eq. 5, now we can consider the effects of the large polaron. Two effects248

are associated with the PbI−3 sublattice. The first is the change of polarization following the249

change of charge density ρ(r), the second is the thermal fluctuation of the PbI−3 sublattice.250

We first consider the polarization change. The PbI−3 sublattice polarization will follow the251

movement of ρ(r) = ∣ψ(r)∣2. However, such polarization by lattice distortion is not instanta-252

neous, instead, some sub-piecosecond is needed to form a large polaron as discussed before.253

Thus, when the electron hops from one location to a new location, the change of the lattice254

screening owing to the new charge density shall also be retarded. To represent this effect,255

we mix the old polarization potential and the new potential with a ratio weighted by the256

evolution time and the polaron formation time as:257

V P
tn+1 = V Poisson

tn+1 [ρtn+1] (1 − e− dtτ ) + V P
tne

−
dt
τ (6)

where V Poisson is the instantaneous polarization potential calculated from Poisson solver with258
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charge density ρtn+1, τ is the large polaron formation/annihilation time, and dt = tn+1 − tn.259

The resulting V P
tn+1

is used for the second term in H of Eq. 2. In the experiment, the polaron260

formation time has been estimated to be around 0.3 and 0.7 ps for MAPbBr3 and CsPbBr3261

respectively. There is no estimation of τ for MAPbI3. In our simulation, we have tested262

τ = 0 fs, 80 fs, 150 fs and 300 fs, and large τ only slightly reduce the diffusion constant263

(SI). However, the reduction is quite small compared to other factors discussed below. Thus,264

we have used τ = 80 fs for our calculations. Such retarded potential is then added to the265

Hamiltonian and the wavefunction evolution.266
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Figure 3: a) R2(t) of 20 independent trajectories for the case (orange line) with dynamic
disorder only (DD) and the case (blue line) with both dynamic disorder and large polaron.
The molecular rotation time used in this graph is 6 ps. b) Snapshot of the wavefunction
(charge density) for the case with dynamic disorder only at time t = 900 fs. This state is
picked up from the trajectory with orange dot in a). c) Snapshot of the wavefunction (charge
density) for the case with dynamic disorder and large polaron effect at time t = 900 fs. This
state is picked up from the trajectory with blue dot in a).

With this in place, now we can study the effects of polaron on the carrier diffusion. In our267

dynamical simulation, the time step dt for the wavefunction evolution is 2 a.u. (around 0.048268

fs) to ensure its stability. For every ten dt steps, a MC step is applied to rotate the molecules.269

To capture the change of the polaron polarization potential, the Poisson equation is re-solved270

based on the charge density for every 5 fs. To quantify the diffusion process, R2(t) has been271
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calculated as shown by Fig. 3a, where R2(t) = ⟨ψ(t)∣ (r − r0)2 ∣ψ(t)⟩ is evaluated for the272

localized wavefunctions. r0 is the center of mass of the charge density at t = 0. The initial273

wavefunction square ∣ψ∣2 (t = 0) is shown as Fig. 1d. To illustrate the wavefunction evolution,274

we show the states at t = 900 fs for a given trajectory shown in Fig.3a with and without the275

large polaron effect in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. We can see that the originally localized276

CBM state in the center of the box starts to diffuse off center in the case with dynamic277

disorder and large polaron. For the case with dynamic disorder only, the wavefunction has278

been broken down into a few pieces. In order to further quantify the diffusion of the large279

polaron, we perform 20 independent trajectories starting from the same initial state with280

different random MC seeds, with and without the large polaron effect. The R2(t) of all the281

20 trajectories are shown in Fig. 3a. For the case without polaron, the carrier can quickly282

escape from the center after 200 fs from the initial state. Moreover, once the carrier is hopped283

away, its R2 value oscillates strongly, indicating a strong spatial variation of the wavefunction284

in real space. However, by including polaron effect, some of the trajectories have very small285

increments even after a long time. This corresponds to the situation that these localized286

states are still in the center and do not get a chance to hop. In general, the carrier needs287

to spend more than 1ps before it can accumulate enough potential variations in order to288

overcome the initial polarization potential and hop to a different place. Once the carrier289

is moved, it tends to stay in a new place for a while before jumping to another location,290

showing a step-like R2. But the important conclusion is that the polarization potential does291

not completely trap the carrier in a location permanently. The carrier can still move and hop292

to a new place, albeit such hopping rate is smaller than the case without the large polaron293

effect. By averaging R2(t) for all the trajectories, we compute the diffusion coefficient D as294

R̄2(t) = ⟨R2(t)⟩ = 6Dt.24 The averaged R2(t) forms a straight line as we expected (Fig. 4a),295

and the slope of this straight line yields the diffusion constant D. By doing so for each296

rotation rate, we obtain Fig. 4b, where the diffusion constants are compared for the case297

with dynamic disorder only and case with dynamic disorder and large polaron polarization298

15



(but without yet the thermal fluctuation of the PbI−3 sublattice). The diffusion constants299

without the large polaron effect agree with our previous results in Ref. 24, although some300

modifications have been made both for the TB model and the screening model of Eq. 4. The301

large polaron reduces the diffusion coefficient by a factor of 2. This is because the additional302

polaron polarization potential further localizes wavefunction and deepens the localization303

potential, thus makes the hopping more difficult.304
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Figure 4: a) The R2(t) evolution along time for 20 independent trajectories (grey lines) under
rotation time at 6 ps. The thick black line indicate the averaged value of the 20 trajectories
R̄2(t). b) The diffusion constant D obtained for different rotation rates for the three cases:
dynamic disorder (DD) only, DD + large polaron, DD + PbI−3 sublattice vibration + large
polaron. The temperature T used in the lattice vibration and MC simulation of DD is
correlated with the rotation rate as: rate ∝ e−(10meV/kT ).24

Up to now, we have discussed the effects of the large polaron and A-site molecular305

orientation flipping induced dynamic disorder to the carrier dynamics. Besides forming the306

polarization potential in response to the carrier charge density, the thermal vibrations of307

PbI−3 sublattice can also exert a driving force to induce the carrier motion in addition to the308

dynamic disorder potential fluctuation. Such thermal vibrational effect can be represented309

by the variation of Pb and I onsite potentials and the change of the TB coupling strength310

between two neighboring Pb and I atoms. Unfortunately, there is no easy realistic calculation311

to capture both effects at the same time. Instead, we have used a model dynamics to describe312

the onsite energy fluctuation, and a classical MD to simulate structural distortion which313
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results in the change of TB coupling strength. Note that here, the Pb and I onsite potential314

fluctuation refers to the fluctuation caused by the thermal movement of Pb and I atoms, not315

the fluctuation caused by the MA molecular rotations, which has been already included in316

the dynamic disorder model. This statistic feature of the onsite potential fluctuation can be317

collected from a small supercell ab initio MD while fixing the MA molecules. Fig. 5 shows the318

averaged Pb-, I- onsite auto-correlation function and nearest neighboring Pb–I pair potential319

correlation functions, obtained from a DFT trajectory (SI) with fixed MA molecules. The320

relatively simple oscillations of the DFT onsite potential auto-correlation functions allow us321

to fit it with an onsite Langevin dynamics model comprising of simple oscillators. In this322

model dynamics, the equation of motion for one Pb or I is expressed as ẍ = −cẋ−kx+Frandom,323

x is the variable to describe the dynamics of the potential, parameters c and k control324

the damping rate and oscillation frequency respectively, and Frandom is the random force325

applied to each Langevin step. These dynamic models are carried out independently for326

each atom with different parameters for Pb and I sites, denoting their results as xPb
i (t) and327

xI
i(t), and i indicates the lattice site. To yield the correct nearest-neighbor Pb–I correlation328

function, we also mix the dynamics of neighboring Pb and I as following: V Pb
i (t) = α1xPb

i (t)+329

β1∑neigh x
I
j(t), V I

i (t) = α2xI
i(t)+β2∑neigh x

Pb
j (t), here V Pb

i (t) and V I
i (t) are the final Pb and330

I onsite potential to be added in H0 with α and β as fitting parameters. All the parameters331

used in the model and the mixing weights are tuned so that both the onsite auto-correlation332

function and neighboring-pair correlation functions of V Pb
i (t) and V I

i (t) match DFT as333

shown in Fig. 5. Using this model dynamics, the full onsite potential time evolution profiles334

of all the Pb and I atoms in the 48×48×48 supercell can be obtained. Meanwhile, in order335

to simulate the PbI−3 sublattice vibration thus its effects on TB coupling, we performed336

the classical MD with LAMMPS68 using force field designed for MAPbI3 for the 48×48×48337

supercell at different temperatures 69 (SI). Our tight-binding model is capable to evaluate338

the change of the hopping strength based on the Pb–I bond-length deviation with the general339

form h = h0e−λ(b−b0), where h0 and b0 are the equilibrium hopping strength and bond length,340
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respectively. Here, λ of different bond types are given from Ref. 70, where they are fitted341

by the Wannierization of large number of structures with different bond distortions.342
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Figure 5: a) The Pb autocorrelation, I autocorrelation, neighboring Pb–I pair correlation
functions computed from Langevin model dynamics and DFT ab initio MD.

With the onsite potential and the local TB coupling parameter time evolution profiles343

for the 48×48×48 supercell, the PbI−3 sublattice thermal vibration effect is added to the344

time-evolution of the wavefunctions described by Eq. 5. All these effects are included in345

H0 of Eq. 2. Owing to the relatively slow change of the onsite potential and bond length346

by phonons, we update the PbI−3 structure and the corresponding parameters for every 5347

fs. During the 5 fs, the onsite energies and the hoppings are interpolated linearly to small348

dt to evolve the wavefunction. To investigate the sublattice vibrational effects at different349

temperatures, we have calculated the diffusion constants at different temperatures including350

the effects of dynamic disorder, large polaron and sublattice vibration as shown in Fig. 4.351

In Fig. 4,we have used the MA molecular rotation rate as the horizontal axis while using a352

rate γ ∝ e−Ea/kT by assuming the MA rotation activation energy Ea = 10 meV to correlate353

between different MA rotation rate and temperature T .24 Intuitively, the sublattice vibration354

should enhance the carrier diffusion for all the temperatures, because the onsite potential355
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variation and TB coupling strength change tend to offer additional random driving force for356

the carrier movement in addition to the dynamic disorder caused by molecular re-orientation.357

However, our simulation shows such effect is not homogeneous at different rotation rates. At358

high rotation rate (also high temperature), the enhancement of carrier mobility is obvious.359

While, at the low rotation rate (low temperature), the increase is less pronounced. We think360

this is because there are actually two possible effects of the PbI−3 sublattice vibration, similar361

to the that of the MA molecule re-orientation. The fluctuation caused by PbI−3 sublattice362

vibration can also further localize the carrier, in addition to providing the movement driving363

force. Such enhanced localization introduces deeper polaron polarization potential, and364

tend to slow down the carrier motion. This is illustrated in Fig. S6, where the lowest365

polaron potentials are extracted. By rotating exactly same molecular dipoles every MC366

step for the two cases with and without PbI−3 sublattice vibrational effect, the polarization367

potential difference is purely caused by the sublattice vibrations, and such effect deepens368

the polarization potential. It seems that the two effects of PbI−3 vibration are competing369

with each other. Perhaps at higher temperature, the driving force effect dominates, hence it370

increases the carrier diffusion, while in lower temperature, there two effects cancel out each371

other.372

After the diffusion constant is obtained, the mobility can be evaluated by µ = D/kBT .373

However, the carrier mobilities vary widely from different experiments30 (Fig.6). Even for the374

mobilities measured with the same method, their values could be quite different. Therefore,375

it is very difficult to compare with the experiments directly. Our calculated mobility is376

found to be close to the experimental value. By adding the polaron effect, the mobility of377

the carriers is reduced by half. However, the effect of the PbI−3 sublattice vibration tends378

to shift up the mobility, into the range of 3 to 5 cm2V−1s−1 at the molecular rotation rate379

between 3ps to 10ps. Overall, our results agree with the experiments as we have shown380

for comparison,71,72 especially for the trend. If we fit the temperature-mobility dependence381

to the relation µ ∝ T k for full temperature range, k=-0.523 (DD), -0.448 (DD+Polaron),382
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and -0.318 (DD+Polaron+vib) are obtained. Similar to the measured mobilities, values of k383

could be quite different. Many experiments have yielded k ≈-1.571,72,77,78 fitted for tetragonal384

phase only or together with orthogonal phases, but other values k=-2.8(e−) and -2.0(h+) are385

also obtained.79 However, the dynamic disorder effect caused by the molecules becomes more386

prominent at high temperature. At low temperature, the rotation of the molecules is further387

constrained by the PbI3 sublattice, and their orientation becomes more ordered,80 which may388

suppress the carrier localization. Meanwhile, ε0 could have strong temperature dependence389

at low temperature, which alters polaron polarization screening. Therefore, if we fit k only in390

high temperature range (for example >290K), we obtain k=-0.65 (DD), -0.63 (DD+Polaron),391

and -0.55 (DD+Polaron+vib). This result is in line with k=-0.42, fitted from the measured392

mobilities of experiment 272 at high temperature range (>290K). Recent theoretical work62
393

also achieve k value around -0.46, consistent to what we get. Considering the differences394

of experiment 1 and 2, in experiment 1,71 they used PL and THz conductivity spectra to395
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study the temperature dependent mobility. In experiment 2,72 the time-resolved microwave396

conductivity technique was used to explore effect of A-site cation to the carrier dynamics.397

The reason for the large difference between the two experiments could be complicated, it398

might depend on the sample condition due to different synthesize conditions etc. If we399

assume the sample conditions are the same, then the better agreement with experiment 2400

could be because the electric field used in microwave probe is weak,72 which is consistent401

with the weak field limit in our calculation. The strong electric field in THz measurement402

may introduce non-linear mobility effect, as the potential drop caused by each hopping is in403

the same order as the potential barrier for the wavefunction localization. Furthermore, the404

THz frequency time is similar to the phonon frequency, which in some degree might freeze405

the lattice polarization in its measurement. As a result, its measured mobility might be406

more close to our previous study without large polaron effects, as shown in Fig.6. In our407

current simulation, the A-site is occupied by the polar molecules. For pure inorganic halide408

perovskite such as CsPbX3, the displacement of Cs+ atom will contribute to the formation409

of the large polarons. However, without the slow rotational degree of freedom of the A-site410

molecule, the large polaron may be hard to form, and it will have a much smaller binding411

energy. This may explain the higher mobility observed in CsPbBr3.26,72,81 In this work, the412

large polaron of the hole is not discussed. However, as shown in our previous work,23 the413

electron and hole are localized at different locations due to the potential fluctuation caused414

by the random orientation of the MA molecule. Large polaron tends to further localize them,415

thus their reduced spatial overlap may lower the radiative recombination and enhance the416

lifetime.417

In the end, we want to justify the hopping picture and the BO approximation we have used418

throughout this work. There have been continuous efforts to understand the large polaron419

in hybrid perovskites, e.g. using Bloch state as the starting point to include the scattering of420

optical phonon modes.31 For a conventional perfect crystal structure such as GaAs with weak421

electron-phonon coupling, the Boltzmann equation is more appropriate to describe the large422
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polaron transport with the Bloch state as a starting point,82 although there are also attempts423

to use hopping picture for large polaron transport even in perfect crystal,83 However, hybrid424

perovskite including MAPbI3 is not a usual “perfect crystal”. Recent experiments and425

theoretical work have shown the strong electron-phonon coupling and indicated that the426

carrier could be localized under the random orientation of A-site molecules, which is also427

why these materials are unusual and fascinating. Under this circumstance, the charge is428

already localized before any additional large polaron induced localization. Thus, the hopping429

picture of such localized charge is more appropriate to study its transport. This is different430

from the hopping picture used for small polarons, where the localized states hops between431

nearby bonds within a unit cell. In this work, the hopping distance is typically comparable432

to the localization size, thus much larger than the nearest neighbor atomic distance. As for433

the BO approximation, when electron-phonon coupling is small (weak-coupling limit, such434

as GaAs), the phonon affects the electronic structure in a perturbed way. The electron and435

phonon are correlated dynamically, and the BO approximation is unsuitable. However, when436

electron-phonon interaction is strong (strong-coupling limit), the phonon cannot respond to437

the fast electron movement to necessitate the correlated perturbation treatment. Therefore,438

the adiabatic BO approximation can be used, as discussed in this work. Another important439

reason for the BO approximation is that, as discussed above, the wavefunciton is already440

localized under dynamic disorder before any polaron effect, which will significantly reduce441

the correlation effect. As we show in our paper, the polaron binding energy for a localized442

electron becomes much larger. Under our adiabatic approximation, these two localizations443

(caused by large polaron and dynamic disorder) are treated on equal footing, there is no444

approximation between them (not treating one as an perturbation to another). Of course,445

the perfect method to solve the large polaron at any coupling is to use Feynman’s path446

integral. But this is still hard to apply to a realistic system at the atomic level.447

Summary. In summary, by using the tight-binding model fitted to the first-principles448

DFT calculations, we studied the large polaron formation and its effects on carrier transport449
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in MAPbI3. We provide an atomic and quantitative picture to understand the large polaron450

effect in MAPbI3. We studied two effects of the PbI−3 sublattice to the carrier mobility.451

The first is the large polaron polarization effect, which tends to further localize the carrier452

wavefunction on top of the dynamic disorder caused by MA molecule rotation. The second453

is the thermal vibration of the PbI−3 sublattice which provides randomness to further localize454

the wavefunction, but also a driving force for carrier movement. Our calculation shows a455

large polaron with formation energy around 12 meV for one electron carrier when there456

is no molecular disorder, which is consistent with the Fröhlich model at strong coupling457

limit. By adding dynamic disorder, the large polaron binding energy is increased to 55 meV.458

This polaron state is accomplished by a lattice polarization potential around 0.14 eV, only459

slightly smaller than the 0.2 eV potential fluctuation caused by the MA molecular random460

orientation. By solving the time-dependent Schrodinger’s equation and performing MC461

simulation, we study how the electron state evolves under the driving force of the molecular462

re-orientation and the lattice vibration. We find that the polaron effect slows down the463

mobility of the electrons by a factor of 2. On the other hand, the PbI−3 sublattice vibration464

enhances the electron mobility particularly at high temperature. Overall, the computed465

mobility is in line with the experimental measurements. Our calculation reveals how the466

large polaron state is formed and its role in carrier movement in the MAPbI3 system.467
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